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Tuesday 06 March 2012 

 

 

England U18 Schools' Squad 

After promising warm up matches, especially in Spain, the first competitive game of the season 

threw together teams of English lions and Welsh dragons for the opening Centenary Shield 

match of 2012 on a balmy night at Haverfordwest FC in far west Wales. The Welsh Schools’ FA 

hosted the game well as always and were well supported by the local town council. The pitch 

was big and level if a little bumpy, but the same for both teams. 

Wales quickly made their intentions apparent by forcing a corner in the first minute and in the 

resulting melee Jones shot over the bar. It took 8 minutes before England mounted a positive 

attack with Jack Pounce putting through Michael Sweet but he was well off target, a habit he 

had difficulty shaking off all evening. A dour midfield contest developed with Wales having 

most possession and a more positive purpose but not being able to break down the solid centre 

back pairing of Lloyd Harrington and Lewis Mobbs, and then after 32 minutes England 

produced the first real flash of inspiration when James Golby coolly lifted the ball over the 

Welsh left back into the path of Sweet but his shot again failed to trouble the Welsh custodian. 

Harrington then was unable to clear positively a defensive header after 37 minutes and the very 

sharp Welsh forward, Alex Samuel, latched on to the loose ball, saw Tom Betts advancing and 

coolly lobbed the ball over him and into the empty net. England were visibly shaken by this and 

the Welsh with their tails up attacked fiercely for the next 10 minutes, culminating in a rifled 

goal-bound shot from Ryan Jones being just deflected away for a corner.  



With half time fast approaching England managed to fashion one more attack but this time 

Peter Glenn-Ravenhill, set free by a Pounce and Fouhy interplay, failed to hit the target despite 

being one on one with the keeper. 

 

The inclusion of Joe Bunney and Kyle Downey gave English fans some hope that chances might 

be made and converted in the second half, but once again England failed to gain enough 

possession to get them into the game. A 30 yard free kick given away caused chaos when 

keeper Tom Betts spilled the cross, but he recovered his dignity by palming the resulting shot 

round the post for a corner. From a similar penalty box kick-in a few minutes later Tom Betts 

made a spectacular diving save to his right to catch the ball and keep England in the game.  

This seemed to encourage England and more attacks developed and a few chances created but 

the usually deadly Bunney shot his opening tamely at the keeper when he seemed in two minds 

whether to shoot or cross. Several corners were won but poorly taken, often not reaching the 

first man, until captain Pounce took matters into his own hands and launched a corner from the 

right way to the far post – Mobbs attacked from deep but his well-placed and firm header 

crashed against the bar and came out. Sometimes games are won and lost on such fine 

margins. Encouraged by this England tried hard but were unable to get enough ball behind a 

solid and very competent Welsh backline, and chances were very few and far between. A 1-0 

defeat was a frustrating start to the campaign when players and management alike know that 

England were worth at least a draw. 

For more go to www.esfa.co.uk/international  

Photos and a match DVD can be purchased via www.rwt-photography.co.uk  
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